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Abstract

Megatall skyscrapers are a prominent staple in many countries around the world. Standing at over 2,000
feet tall, the Shanghai Tower boasts the tallest building in China and is the 2nd tallest building in the world
(MASS). As with any megatall structure, the Shanghai Tower has overcome a variety of unique design
challenges.

Introduction

The Shanghai Tower is unlike any other megatall skyscraper built in the world. Standing proud along the
city skyline, it vertically transforms S
zones, the building creatively turns a horizontal city into a vertical metropolis. The 127 stories are divided
among the nine zones of 12 to 15 floors each and include retail, office and hotel space as well as an
observation deck (CIM). Special to the Shanghai Tower is its double-shell design. The exterior glass
curtain wall acts as an oversized skin interior skeleton and provides plenty of
community green space and common atriums for meetings and socials. These shared interior spaces
provide a welcoming environment for the occupants as well as the ability to achieve LEED Gold
Certification (Singh). Building 2,000 feet into the sky requires experienced and skilled engineers, and
ingenious structural designers. Design engineers had to consider challenging wind load conditions,
develop a composite structural core, and manage building sway.

Figure 1. These sketches show the building interior and exterior working together. Notice the double-
shell design in the Sectional View of the Tower. The result of this design provides a massive interior
common space at the bottom of each new zone as shown in the Atrium View of Tower.

Wind Loads

Based on studies performed on the Burj Khalifa and other megatall buildings, wind loads become the
controlling factor in a tall  (Zhaoa). Geographically, Shanghai is in southern China
where Typhoons are a regular occasion. Typhoons bring with them, fast wind speeds and inches of heavy
rainfall. In 2015, typhoon Chan-hom came ashore to Shanghai and produced 100 mile per hour sustained
winds (Langfitt). The Pudong business district is already home to several tall structures such as the
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Shanghai World Financial Center and the Oriental Pearl TV Tower. These tall buildings have been
successful in mitigating the typhoon-caliber wind speeds but the Shanghai Tower challenged engineers as
it stands well above these buildings and heightens the city skyline.

To mitigate the extra wind load factors, the exterior shell was designed to shed as much of the potential
wind loads. Previous wind load studies suggest that 90 degree corners of buildings induce the strongest of
wind loads (Gargari). Traditional buildings incorporate right angles as they are easy to design, build, and
predict how forces will react against the flat building plane. Traditional buildings can be designed for
wind loads and can utilize predesigned wind loading charts and calculations and therefore understand the
building behavior (Zhaoa). However, when working with megatall buildings, these equations, charts, and
calculations do not necessarily reflect the same characteristics as traditional buildings. Considering the
unique exterior shape of the building challenged designers to confidently calculate the potential wind
loads. After performing the statistical calculations, the design team physically tested a 1:500 scale
building model in a wind tunnel (Zhaoa). As a result, engineers gained a more in depth understanding of
wind load behaviors for this supertall building.

Figure 2. Wind Tunnel test performed at 1:500 scale. Mock existing structures are placed around to
reproduce actual site conditions. The scale buildings are placed on a rotating table in order to analyze
which wind direction most affects the building.

The wind tunnel testing proved several exterior vortex architecture. The
gentile twist  is architecturally pleasing but also serves a meaningful
structural purpose. Wind tunnel testing proved e  assumptions that varied amounts of twist in the

 regards to the maximum wind loading forces. While the
wind tunnel tests favored a 180 degree twist, aesthetic concerns prevented a full half turn in the final
design (CIM). A 120 degree vortex was considered the best alternative for the structure and aesthetics.
The 120 degree design provided benefits to the project as it saved up to 24% in the necessary structural
wind loading design work and construction materials. This contributed to about $50 million in savings
from the original design (CIM). The exterior of this skyscraper might lead engineers to assume a difficult
core structure and floor by floor layout, however behind the curtain wall lies a fairly simple configuration.
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The Structure

The Shanghai Tower uses a composite of several structural systems to support the building and the
associated loads. A 30 meter by 30 meter square comprised of a grid of reinforced concrete walls forms a
structural reinforced concrete core located at the center of the building (MASS). The core runs the full
height of the building and efficiently houses full length elevator shafts. The reinforced concrete core walls

 structural build
economy (Singh). The core supports an outrigger floor system to support every floor in the building
(MASS).

In addition to the square reinforced concrete core, a supercolumn system contributes support to the
exterior of the building structure. Four pairs of composite supercolumns, composed of steel beams
encased in concrete, create a circular cone shape for the buildings main structural form (Singh).
Orthogonal to these four pairs of supercolumns are additional single supercolumns to help evenly transfer
loads throughout the building floors. Encasing the supercolumns in concrete enhances the connections
between various members.

The building is divided into nine vertical zones. At each of these zones, a double belt steel truss system
forms a circular ring which ties the supercolumns together and provides additional lateral stability. Each
double belt truss is located at the base of each zone and supports two full floor levels which are
designated as the mechanical floor and the safety refuge area for each respective zone as required by
Chinese building code (MASS). Combining these various structural systems creates a composite structure
in which the Shanghai Tower can adequately provide the required structural support.

Figure 3. Building cut of core structure (Left). Cut of one zone incorporating floor slabs (Right).
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Figure 4. Mega-frame showing double belt steel truss at zone level (Left and Center). Construction
phases of the tower displaying the core, structural concrete floor slabs, and exterior curtain wall structure
and glass (Right). Note the full floor atrium slab extending to the exterior curtainwall every 12-15 stories.

Building Sway

Even with minimized wind load factors and a strong structural core and frame, building sway must be
considered. Gensler, the contracted design company of the Shanghai Tower, claims that a building this
tall could be susceptible to more than five feet of sway during the typhoon conditions (Langfitt). Sway is
a common problem among many skyscrapers and windy conditions can cause occupants to feel nauseous
from the building movement. With a tuned mass damper near the top level, the Shanghai Tower should
not have this problem. A computerized stabilization system controls pistons that push the 1,200 ton mass
into the leading face of the wind force. Mass damper systems are fairly common in tall buildings, but a
building of this height requires the largest application in the world (MASS). This large moveable mass at
the top of the building reduces the potential for sway and allows occupants to remain comfortable inside.

Figure 5. Sketch of 1,200 ton tuned mass damper at the top of Shanghai Tower.
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Conclusion

Buildings around the world continue to reach new heights and must be designed to handle a variety of
forces. The Shanghai Tower posed a unique challenge to engineers and was designed to withstand
typhoon-strength sustained wind conditions, structural loads within the building, and sway. An
architecturally pleasing exterior contributes toward mitigating the effect of the strong wind forces
experienced by traditional square shaped buildings (Zhaoa). The reinforced concrete core and
supercolumn frame firmly support the structure against the live loads applied on the building. The
largest tuned mass damper counteracts any building sway. Hard work of engineers, architects, and
construction professionals delivered an elegant and functional place to live, work, and enjoy. Overcoming
these structural challenges, China successfully completed  tallest megatall structures,
the Shanghai Tower.
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